
 OFFICE MANAGER &
JUNIOR

GRAPHIC DESIGN
Devoted Health Inc.

FEB 2019 - FEB 2020

ANIMATOR &
GRAPHIC DESIGNER

Proper Orange
AUG 2018 - FEB 2021

STORYBOARD ARTIST
White Snake Projects:

Permadeath
MAY 2017 - MAR 2018

Animated, edited and designed digital assets for clients + business 
owners. Wrote and solved code problems. Met with clients to discuss 
scope and project deadlines.

Met with writers, animators, and directors to discuss the production. 
Broke down and interpreted scripts. Collaborated and briefed 
animators on key scenes within the storyboard. Sequenced scenes 
from a script into storyboard format using images and visual cues.

OFFICE MANAGEMENT 
Managed and oversaw daily functions of the office with 200+ 
employees. Ordered and installed facility equipment and 
furniture for multiple company locations. Supplied offices in multiple 
state branches. Became a trusted assistant to CEO, executive staff 
and HR/Culture team. Met independently with vendors in absence of 
manager.  

DESIGN
Produced on-brand booklets, PDFs, flyers, presentations and other 
deliverables for internal + external use. Assisted in the production of 
company branding across all branches. Assisted with the interior 
design of new offices. Created designs for company swag items. 

ANIMATION  ENGINEER
Impact Biosystems

OCT 2020 - APR 2022

MOTION CAPTURE CLEAN UP & TECHNICIAN 
Built motion capture studio & set up its equipment. Created motion 
capture to animation production pipeline. Recorded, tracked, and 
troubleshooted motion capture data. Responsible for implementing 
motion capture data to rigged models. 

ANIMATOR
Cleaned up motion capture data for animation deliverables. Met with 
key stakeholders and clients to discuss scope and project deadlines. 
Storyboarded and developed animation projects. Responsible for 
lighting, shadows, camera, and character animation.

RIGGER & MODELER
Designed, implemented, and tested rigs for all models. Collaborated 
with internal, external artists, and outsource companies. Built a rig 
pipeline and developed tools to improve the process. Tracking and 
fixing bugs and troubleshooting errors. Created and managed 3D 
models. Interpreted visual guidelines and concepts to create virtual 
characters. Optimize, refined, and corrected model geometry.

857.258.6914

NANCMARCEL@GMAIL.COM

NANCYMARCEL.COM

BFA of ANIMATION

minors in ILLUSTRATION +

VISUAL NARRATIVES

Lesley University College of Art + 

Design 2018

MAYA

BLENDER

ZBRUSH

TOONBOOM

STORYBOARD PRO

ADOBE PHOTOSHOP

ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR

ADOBE INDESIGN

ADOBE ANIMATE

ADOBE PREMIERE

ADOBE AUDITION

JSON

WEBFLOW

Decent at roller skating.
Cannot skateboard, working on it.

Very casual boxer.
Excellent in Mario Kart.

EDUCATION

 SKILLS

FUN FACTS


